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INTRODUCTION 
 

Overview  
 
The General Insurance Statistical Agency’s (GISA’s) Early Warning System application provides 
reporting companies with information and tools to help them collaborate with GISA’s service 
provider, Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC) in resolving data issues related to the data submissions 
for both the Automobile and Ontario Commercial Liability Statistical Plans. By using the application, 
companies are able to monitor, analyze and resolve data issues in a timely manner thereby avoiding 
unnecessary deficiency fees.  
 
The Early Warning System application is available on the GISA Portal under the EWS - Issue 
Management module. Access includes: 
 

 Displays all the data issues which have been analyzed and determined by the Data Quality 
Analyst to be a potential problem that the company needs to investigate. 

 Displays detailed information regarding data issues, including the applicable province(s) 
related to the particular issue. 

 Displays information on the Status of the issue and provides the capability to update the status 
and communicate with the IBC Data Quality Analyst regarding the issue. 

 Provides the company with supporting files to help with their analysis in determining how to 
fix the data and resolve the issue. 
 

 

Getting Started 
 

Browser Requirements 
 
The Early Warning System application is available through the GISA Portal. To access the GISA Portal 
you must use a browser that supports 128-bit encryption. 
 
The GISA Portal and its applications are supported on Microsoft Internet Explorer 11+.   
 
Other browsers are not supported.   
 
 
 

Application Availability 
 
The Early Warning System application is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. However, the 
system may occasionally be unavailable for very brief periods of time to conduct routine 
maintenance and/or implementation of application enhancements.  
 
Notification will be provided in advance. 
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Obtaining Access 
 
To obtain access to the Early Warning System, a GISA Portal User ID must be obtained by the insurer. 
Insurers can request GISA Portal User IDs by contacting their assigned Data Quality Analyst (DQA) for 
the User ID Request Form. 
 
If users believe the security of their passwords have been compromised, IBC’s Service Desk should be 
contacted immediately at servicedesk@ibc.ca or 416-644-3100. 
 
For further information, please contact your Data Quality Analyst. 
 

Logging In 
 
You can access the Early Warning System application via the GISA Portal at www.portal.ibc.ca. This 
URL will bring you to the Portal log-in screen. Log in to the Portal by entering the user ID and 
password provided by GISA’s service provider, IBC, and click on the “Sign In” button. The first time 
you log in, you will be prompted to change the password given to you by IBC. 
 
Password Requirements: 

 Minimum of 8 characters and a maximum of 14  

 Contain characters from three of the following four groups: 
o Uppercase letters (A, B, C…) 
o Lowercase letters (a, b, c…) 
o Numerals (1, 2, 3…) 
o Symbols (! @, #, $, %, etc.) 

 Not the same as the five previous passwords 

 Does not contain the user’s name, user ID, or either of these spelled backwards 

 Logon ID cannot be used for password 

 No more than 3 sequential, neighboring digits (i.e 123, 1212, 98767) 

 No more than 2 sequential, repeated characters (i.e. aaa, 111, etc.) 

 At leave 5 distinct characters 
 
Users will be locked out after attempting to log in three consecutive times with incorrect 
username/password combinations. 
 

mailto:servicedesk@ibc.ca
http://www.infosource.ibc.ca/
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GISA Portal Log-in Screen 
 
 
The first time you log in, you will be presented with IBC’s Security Statement. Please read it carefully 
and click on the ACCEPT button to access the application.  
 
 

 
GISA Portal Security Statement  
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EWS – Issue Management 
 
The Issue Management module allows reporting companies to view, analyze, monitor, and 
communicate with GISA’s service provider on data accuracy issues that have been identified in the 
statistical data reported. Details and attachments are made available directly on the portal to allow 
users to investigate the issues that are being questioned.  
 

Issue Management Process 
 
After successfully logging into the GISA Portal, users can access the Issue Management module via 
the Main Menu. Once you select Search Issue within Issue Management, the Search Issue screen will 
be displayed. 
 
In order to respond to data issues using Issue Management, users must follow the steps below. All 
data communication is completely secure; only authorized insurer personnel can access data and 
information belonging to their assigned companies. 
 

1. Enter the criteria you wish to search for in the Search Issues screen.  
 

2. View the search results and select an issue from the results list. 
 

3. View the issue details and update the status of the issue to “Insurer Investigating”. The 
change to the issue status will indicate that investigation of the data issue is underway.  

 
4. Using the provided details, determine the source of the data issue within your systems.  

 
5. Return to the EWS – Issue Management application and update the issue with the results of 

your investigation.  There are three possible statuses available (please see APPENDIX – 
Issue Status Descriptions for the complete list): 

 

 Issue Confirmed – To Be Fixed  
Apply this status when the investigation into the data issue uncovered a system problem 
that will be fixed.  Once this status is set, IBC will monitor the data to ensure that system 
issues are implemented in a timely manner and will verify the success of the fix before 
accepting that the issue has been resolved. Once it is confirmed that this issue has been 
corrected, insurers have two options to correct the historical, incorrect data.  

i. Insurers can attempt to resubmit the data. This involves requesting that specific 
batches are reversed and new data submissions are provided to replace them. Or,  

ii. IBC may perform a historical data correction, if feasible.  
 

 Issue Denied – Reflects Business 
Apply this status when the investigation into the data issue determined that the data 
does in fact reflect the insurer’s business and provide a detailed explanation in the 
comments box.  Once this status is set, IBC will review the details and will confirm or 
reject the status/explanation. 
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 Issue Confirmed - Irresolvable  
Apply this status when the investigation into the data issue uncovered a system problem 
but the issue cannot be corrected.  Provide a detailed explanation as to why this is not 
possible.  Once this status is set, IBC will review the details and will confirm or reject the 
status/explanation. 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE: To avoid the unnecessary escalation of data issues and to avoid deficiency fee 
charges, please ensure that appropriate and timely action is taken to correct EWS data issues.   
 
 

Enter Search Criteria 
 
The Search Issue screen allows users to select data issues based on specific criteria.  Users can 
customize search results by expanding or narrowing the selection criteria. Once the criteria has been 
chosen, click the SUBMIT button.  
 
Table 1 describes the selection criteria options in the screenshot below. 
 

 
Search Issue – Selection Criteria Screen 
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Table 1: Search Issue Selection Criteria 
 

Criteria Description Selection options 

Status Date 
(Mandatory) 

 

“From” and “To” Status Date year 
(CCYY), month (MM), and day (DD) 
 
The Status Date refers to the date 
the current issue status was set  

- Defaults to the latest month 
- Enter the numeric 

representation of the year, 
month and day   

 

Plan 
(Mandatory) 

Select one or more statistical plan 
- Commercial Liability 
- Automobile 
- Facility Automobile 

- Defaults to “ALL” (checkbox is 
checked off) 

Province 
(Optional) 

Select one or more provinces if 
desired 

- Default is blank which will 
provide a Canada-wide search 

Escalation Level  
(Optional) 

Select one or more escalation level if 
desired 

- Default is blank which will return 
all results regardless if under 
escalation or not 

Issue Status 
(Mandatory) 

Select one or more checkboxes: 
- ALL  
- Issue 
- Insurer Investigating  
- Issue Denied –Reflects Business  
- Issue Confirmed – Irresolvable  
- Issue Confirmed – To Be Fixed  
- Closed – Reflects Business 
- Closed – Unresolved  
- Closed – Fixed  
- Closed – Merged 
- Historical Data Correction Pending 

- Defaults to “Issue”, “Insurer 
Investigating” and “Issue 
Confirmed – To Be Fixed” 
(checkboxes are checked) 

- One or more Statuses can be 
selected 

- Check the “ALL” checkbox to 
select all issue statuses  

Company 
(Mandatory) 

List of available reporting companies 
based on your user profile 

- Defaults to “All” (the “All” 
checkbox is checked) 

- One or more companies can be 
selected from the list 

Issue ID 
(Optional) 
 

The Issue ID is the unique number 
assigned to each data issue in the 
Early Warning System  

- No default 
- User must enter Issue ID 

manually in the space provided  

Anomaly Rule ID 
(Optional) 

The Anomaly Rule ID identifies the 
type of issue being questioned.   

- No default 
- User must enter Anomaly Rule ID 

manually in the space provided 
- Users can user “*” to denote a 

partial search 

Keywords 
(Optional) 

Allows users to search for issues 
using keywords in the Anomaly Rule 
Description  

- No default 
- User must manually enter text in 

the space provided 

 
Click the RESET button to return all criteria fields to their default values.  
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View Search Results 
 
Once selection criteria has been submitted, the results are displayed on the Issue List screen. The list 
is initially sequenced by Issue ID (column heading ID). However, users have the option to sort the 
online results using the column headings noted below. By clicking on the heading once, it will 
sequence the list in ascending order for that column; a second click (on that same heading) will 
display results in descending order. 

 ID 

 Anomaly Rule ID 

 Current Status 

 Issue Date 

 Company 

 Plan 

 Kind  

 Entry Date Range 
 
Users navigate through multiple pages by clicking on the desired page number link at the bottom of 
the screen. 
 
Users also have the option to export the results on the Issue List screen into a CSV file where they 
can use Excel functions to further filter, sort, etc.  
 
Table 2 describes the Issue List screen shown below: 
 

 
Issue List Screen 
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Table 2: Issue List – Search Results Screen 
 

Content Description Links 

Search Criteria 
 

A summary of the selection criteria is 
displayed on the top portion of the 
screen for your reference 
 

- Display only  

ID The Issue ID is the unique number 
assigned to each data issue in the Early 
Warning System 

- The ID listed in the search 
results links to the Issue 
Details screen where the 
issue details can be viewed 
and issue status can be 
updated 

Anomaly Rule ID The unique ID of the anomaly rule for 
which the data issue was detected 

- Display only 

Current Status 
 

The current status of the data issue - Display only  

Province The provinces in which the data issue was 
identified 

- Display only 

Issue Date The date that the current status was set - Display only 

Company The reporting company number that the 
data issue was detected for 

- Display only 

Plan(s) The statistical plan of the reporting 
company number that the data issue was 
detected for 

- Display only 

Kind(s) The kind codes that the data issue was 
detected for 

- Display only 

Entry Date Range The entry date range that the data issue 
was detected for 

- Display only 

Escalation 1 Date The date the data issue will reach Level 1 
Escalation  

- Display only 

Escalation 2 Date The date the data issue will reach Level 2 
Escalation 

- Display only 

Resolve By Date The date the issue must be resolved by. 
Failure to adhere to this date will result in 
Level 3 Escalation to GISA 

- Display only 

Priority The priority level assigned to the data 
issue 

- Display only 

File A paperclip symbol is displayed to 
identify which data issues contain 
supporting files attached 

- Display only 

 
Click RETURN button to navigate back to the Search Issue selection criteria screen. 
 
Click EXPORT button to export Issue List to a CSV file. 
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View Issue Details 
 
After selecting an Issue ID from the Issue List (by clicking on the Issue ID hyperlink), the Issue Detail 
screen is displayed. This is where explanatory notes, status updates, and supporting documentation 
are found.  
 
Table 3 describes the Issue Detail screen shown below: 
 

 
Issue Detail Screen 
 
Table 3: Issue Detail Screen  
 

Content Description Links 

General 
Information 
 

General information regarding the data 
issue is displayed in the top section of the 
screen. 

- Display only  
- For more detailed 

description, please refer to 
the General Information 
section below 

Issue Details Tab 
 

Displays the Reporting Company, Plan(s), 
Kind(s) and Entry Date Range details for 
the selected data issue 

- For a more detailed 
description, please refer to  
the Issue Details Tab section 
below 

Province Details 
Tab 
 

Displays the Province level details for the 
selected data issue  

- For a more detailed 
description, please refer to 
the Province Details Tab 
section below 

Status History 
Tab 

Displays the Status History details for the 
selected data issue and provide access to 
change the current issue status and add 
user comments 

- For a more detailed 
description, please refer to 
the Status History Tab 
section below 
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Content Description Links 

Batches Involved 
Tab 

Displays the Batch Number and reported 
Province details for the selected data issue 
and provide access to send an email 
request to the appropriate IBC Data Quality 
Analyst for reversal of the listed 
Batch/Provinces 

- For a more detailed 
description, please refer to 
the Batches Involved Tab 
section below 

Related Issues 
Tab 

Displays a list of other EWS data issues 
which have been related to the issue 
currently being viewed.  Clicking on a 
related Issue ID will open a separate 
window with the details of the selected 
related issue 

- For a more detailed 
description, please refer to 
the Related Issues Tab 
section below 

 
 

General Information  
 
General information about the data issue is displayed on the top portion of the screen. This 
information remains visible regardless of the tabs selected.  

 Issue ID 

 IBC Data Quality Analyst Name  

 Anomaly Rule ID 

 Issue Status 

 Resolve-By Date 
 

 
Issue Detail Screen – General Information 
 
 
Users have the option to click on the hyperlink of the IBC DQA name displayed. By doing so, an email 
communication is created to allow users to prepare and send an email directly to the specified DQA. 
The email will be pre-populated with the Company and Issue identification characteristics as part of 
the subject line.  
 
The email also provides a CC option to allow users to send a copy of the email to their own email box 
as this communication tool is not connected to an Email program such as Outlook. Therefore, users 
will not have a sent copy saved unless they use the CC function to email themselves a copy.  
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Issue Detail Screen – Email Analyst 
 
At any point, click the RETURN button to return to the Issue List screen and select another data issue. 
 
 

Issue Detail Tab 
 
This tab displays the Reporting Company, Plan, Kind, and Entry Date Range of the selected data issue.  
 

 
Issue Detail Screen – Issue Details 
 
 

Province Details Tab 
 
This tab displays the province details for the selected data issue: 

 Affected provinces 

 Dollar amounts 

 Exposure/Claim Count 

 Total number of records 
 

Additional details to further refine the affected data may be provided by clicking on the the View 
hyperlink listed under the View Details column.  
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Issue Details Screen – Province Details  
 

 
Issue Details Screen – Province Details – View Details link 
 
 

Status History Tab 
 
The Status History tab provides a list of status changes, dates and accompanying user comments in 
descending order (most recent changes are listed first). 
 
To change the status or provide additional comments on an issue, click the Update Status/Comment 
button. 
 

 
Issue Details Screen – Status History 
 
 
Once the Update Status/Comment box is displayed, select the appropriate status from the drop list, 
highlight the applicable provinces the update pertains to (alternatively, check the “All” checkbox to 
select all provinces), and manually enter comments in the Comments box available.  
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Issue Detail Screen – Status History – Update Status/Comment  
 
 

Batches Involved Tab 
 
This tab displays a list of batch IDs and associated provinces that contain one or more transactions 
involved in the data issue. 
 
Users have the option to send a request directly to their assigned DQA to reverse out the specific 
batches identified by clicking on the Send Reversal Request Email button. This will create an email 
communication with the issue identification characteristics pre-populated in the subject line.  
 
The email also provides a CC option to allow users to send a copy of the email to their own email box 
as this communication tool is not connected to an Email program such as Outlook. Therefore, users 
will not have a sent copy saved unless they use the CC function to email themselves a copy. 
 

 
Issue Detail Screen – Batches Involved 
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Issue Detail Screen – Batches Involved – Send Reversal Request Email 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The entire set of transactions for the reversed batch/province(s) must be 
resubmitted even if only a portion of the batch/province transactions are involved in the data issue. 
Also, corrections to errors may need to be reapplied. 
 
 

Supporting File Tab 
 
To assist reporting companies in the analysis of data issues, supporting files may be provided.  
 

 
Issue Detail Screen – Supporting File 
 
 

Related Issues Tab 
 
This tab displays a list of issues similar to the issue selected. Clicking on an Issue ID from the Related 
Issue tab will open a separate window where the details of the selected related issue will be 
displayed. 
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Issue Detail Screen – Related Issues 
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CONTACT GISA SERVICE PROVIDER FOR SUPPORT 
 
GISA’s service provider, IBC, can assist reporting companies with the data issue process. The primary 
contact for all reporting companies would be the IBC Data Management team via the assigned Data 
Quality Analyst (DQA). 
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Appendix – Issue Status Descriptions 
 
The following are descriptions of possible issue statuses: 
 

Status Description of Status 

Issue Issue status is set by IBC when a detected data problem requires 
investigation by the reporting company. 

Insurer Investigating Set this status to indicate that investigation of the data issue is 
underway. 

Issue Denied – 
Reflects Business 

Set this status when the investigation into the data issue determined 
that the data does in fact reflect the insurer’s business. A detailed 
explanation must be provided in the comments box.  Once this status is 
set, IBC will review the details and will confirm or reject the 
status/explanation. 

Issue Confirmed – 
Irresolvable 

Apply this status when the investigation into the data issue uncovered a 
system problem that cannot be corrected.  Provide a detailed 
explanation for why this is not possible.  Once this status is set, IBC will 
review the details and will confirm or reject the status/explanation. 

Issue Confirmed – 
To Be Fixed 

Apply this status when the investigation into the data issue uncovered a 
system problem that will be fixed.  Once this status is set, IBC will 
monitor the data to ensure that system issues are implemented in a 
timely manner and will verify the success of the fix before accepting that 
the issue has been resolved. Once it is confirmed that this issue has been 
corrected, insurers have two options to correct the historical, incorrect 
data.  

i. Insurers can attempt to resubmit the data. This involves requesting 
that specific batches are reversed and new data submissions are 
provided to replace them. Or,  

ii. IBC may perform a historical data correction, if feasible.  
 

Closed – Reflects 
Business 

This status is set by IBC to confirm the status/explanation provided. 
Investigation into the data issue determined that the data does in fact 
reflect the insurer’s business. 

Closed – Unresolved This status is set by IBC to confirm the status/explanation provided. 
Investigation into the data issue uncovered a system problem but the 
data cannot be corrected or resubmitted.   

Closed – Fixed This status is set by IBC to confirm that the data issue has been resolved. 
Investigation into the data issue uncovered a system problem that was 
fixed and data has been corrected either through: 

i. resubmission by the insurer, or,   
ii. Historical data correction performed by IBC 

Historical Data 
Correction Pending 

This status is set by IBC to confirm that correction of the data issue is 
currently underway via a historical data correction process performed by 
IBC.   

 


